
READY FOR REMOTE LITERACY

Digital Technologies
There are some apps and websites which may support providing feedback.

See https://www.pdst.ie/DistanceLearning/AssessmentandFeedback 
for further information

Visit www.pdst.ie for support.
@pdstLiteracy  @pdstGaeilge #readyforremote

Time Saving
Group activities with a similar language

learning focus so feedback can be
provided on multiple activities

simultaneously e.g. a few tasks in one
‘assignment’ on seesaw.

Alternative due dates for bigger pieces of
work might allow more time for individual

feedback e.g. creative writing task

Opportunities for Children
to Feedback

Consider giving pupils the
opportunity to provide feedback to

you.
Google forms, zoom with breakout

rooms, email, voice note, or any other
digital platform may support this.

Before/During/After
You don’t always have to wait until the

‘end’ to give or get feedback. 
Do a KWL/mindmap to gather info before starting

a topic and add to it during the week. Cén focail nó

frásaí atá ar eolas agat a bhaineann leis ‘an scoil’?

Pause in the middle of reading a story and do a

comprehension activity.

Self-assessment
Self-assessment tasks and activities
may support children in identifying
their own learning while working at

home e.g. KWL, mind maps, 2 stars and
a wish, checklists or other methods you

currently use in the classroom.

Communication
Consider communicating your

assessment and feedback
approach and schedule to

parents and children in order
to manage expectations.

Peer Feedback
Consider the peer feedback you
use in the classroom. Could it be

adapted for online use?

Acting on the Feedback
Consider opportunities for the

children to respond to the
feedback or put it into practice.

This will support children's
progression in learning.

Know your Purpose
If everyone is clear on the

learning focus giving specific
feedback will be easier and

more meaningful e.g.
WALT/WILF

What Format?
Consider the format of the

feedback:

written/visual/audio
Children may appreciate seeing

and hearing the teacher.

Morning Meeting
Consider setting up a meeting in the
morning a few days a week to give

whole class feedback on work and to
communicate the learning focus for the
days ahead. This could also be achieved

with a pre-recorded video.

PRIMARY LANGUAGE TEAMS

Feedback in the Remote Space

Réidh don chianfhoghlaim

E.g. Author's Chair on Zoom


